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About This Game

Be A Crane Master

Have you ever seen a crane operator and thought that you would have done the same, seeing the world from bird’s eye view and
touching the clouds? Now you’ve got such an opportunity!

Play as a real crane operator and put the container in the appropriate place. In each round you will have to put one container in
the indicated place. You don’t have much time! The higher level you achieve, the faster time goes and the less time you have to

move the containers.

To make a bigger impression on you, we’ve decided to move our game to virtual reality. You will have an opportunity not only
to experience what the crane operator normally does but also to look at the world from the perspective of 72-metres machine. If

you have a fear of heights, be careful - you can feel a little bit dizzy.

Use Vive controllers to control a crane and an elevator that will take you to the top of the vehicle. Be precise and try to not fall -
in virtual reality losing can be very painful!

Ready to Start? So… Let’s Play A Game!
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Title: VR Crane Master
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
RealityBusters.co
Publisher:
MoreFromIT Sp. z o.o.
Release Date: 9 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Microsoft Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Little to no skill or attention required. Just poke it now and again and you might get a reward.. good maze game. I only played
this game for about an hour at the moment but so far it feels very polished. The graphics are good and look crisp inside my
Vive. The voice acting is pretty good and there is a story attached to the gameplay, I know having a real story isn't something
everyone cares about especially in a fun VR game but I am someone who needs a story to stay invested in a game. The controls
feels comfortable and although I played standing up it seems like it will be enjoyed more if you sat down while playing,
preferably in a nice computer chair or recliner so you can match up with your in mech position for extra immersion. The only
thing that I have disliked so far is that it basically plays like an on the rail shooter. You do not actually move your mech around,
you are automatically pulled along a set path while you look around and shoot the enemies around you. I will update this review
after I have sank a few hours into it.
. This DLC bundle DOES NOT include the EX3 costume color from the PS4 Pro Tour DLC. That blue\/blue combo was
supposedly made to match the Sony and Capcom company colors and is exclusive to that platform since Sony is the official tour
sponsor.. Really nice game! eel done!
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Hands down the MOST unique board game I've ever played in my life. Seriously addicting, gorgeous graphics (and now 3D
cards!), and the devs keep giving new cool updates.

This game is a masterpiece. 200 hrs in and never get bored. 11\/10, get all the dlcs, they're so worth it.. This developer rips off
existing games and passes it off as their own.. Although there is a lot of hate for this game, and its not without reason. At the
base level this game is great fun. Yes the micro-transactions to get skins sucks. Yes players should be able to earn them without
having to spend money, but in the end the game doesn't need skins they are purely cosmetic and makes for a different
experience.. A small endless race game with several different level types for a price that is more than fair. The graphics are
really enjoyable and smooth. The races are fun yet very challenging, and since there is more than just one map it's quite varied
and doesn't get boring. Just turn on some smooth synthwave, lay back with your controller and play.. The game gives
surprisingly much content for $10. There are a lot of things to explore: a campaign with side quests, challenges, events, and PvP.
There were minor technical issues in the game but it looks like the development team are going to fix them. Keep working guys,
thumbs up :). Horrible animation and unity assets. Took 5 minutes to finish and it crashed twice. Its free so your not out
anything other than time. Made me fell slightly unsettled for a few seconds.. VIDEOBALL has to be one of the most underrated
multiplayer games I've had the pleasure of playing. Get 4 friends together and see how intense it gets. That said, if you're not
sitting in the same room as your mates you're going to have a hard time of finding a match as the player base is abysmal. That's
criminal because the game is soooooo good.

The gameplay is simple and very quickly reveals a surprising amount of nuance. It's a one button game that'll have you cursing
and screaming with white knuckles. With local multiplayer in mind (and in spite of the poor online player base) I highly
recommend VIDEOBALL.
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